
GRAMMER COORDINATION IN COMPOUND SENTENCES

Compound Sentences with Coordinating Conjunctions (FANBOYS) You can combine two simple sentences together
with a comma and a coordinating conjunction to make one compound sentence. Nor requires unusual grammar.

Look at these examples: John loves Mary; however, Mary doesn't love John. Kyle refused to eat the salad
served with the meal, nor would he touch any green vegetable put on his plate. For instance, the sentence
"Kyle plays basketball, and Matthew plays soccer" could be rewritten "Kyle plays basketball, and Matthew
soccer" and still make grammatical sense. When combining sentences into a compound sentence, you need a
comma before the coordinating conjunction, For example: I like peanut butter, and I like jelly. Oftentimes,
these are used without thought, but in order to identify them, there are a few unique differences between the
two. Right â€” I was tired from working late, but I had to go to class anyway. McKenzie, but Olivia, who
hated economics, furiously jiggled her foot, impatient to escape the boring class. Check back tomorrow; I will
see if the book has arrived. He studied very little; he failed his exams. A compound sentence has at least two
independent clauses that have related ideas. A compound sentence joins two or more sentences that have
related ideas of equal importance. We use so to join two clauses when the first clause is the reason for the
second clause, for example: He was feeling sick, so he went to the doctor. For example: She wanted spinach
salad; he wanted a hamburger. Do not use a coordinating conjunction to begin every sentence. Each sentence
or independent clause must still have a subject and a verb. EnglishClub : Learn English : Grammar : Sentence
Structure : Compound Sentences Compound Sentences We saw in sentence structure that a compound
sentence is two or more independent clauses joined by a coordinating conjunction or semicolon. While Diana
was staring dreamily at the handsome Mr. Dual construction vs. He eats macaroni, but he won't eat cheese.
Here are examples of compound sentences used by famous public figures: "Any jackass can kick down a barn,
but it takes a good carpenter to build one. I want to graduate with honors; furthermore, I want to go to law
school. BUT when combining two nouns or verbs, you don't need a comma. Understand the difference
between coordination and subordination. Coordinating conjunctions are not transitional expressions like for
example or first of all.


